The purpose of this paper is to characterize all semi-simple radical classes (those classes of rings which are semi-simple classes and at the same time radical classes).
Andrunakievic has shown that the class of Boolean rings is a semisimple radical class. More recently, Armendariz has considered such classes.
For "J is an ideal of the ring R" we shall write "J <| R". Following Divinsky [6] , but substituting classes of rings for ring properties, we define:
( i ) A nonempty class of rings ^ is a radical class if and only if 9f satisfies the following conditions:
(A) Homomorphic images of rings in ^ are in <^\ (B) Every ring R has an ideal ίT (i2) e £T such that if I <\ R and leϊ? then I^^(R).
(C) The only ideal of the factor ring R/^(R) which is in <& is the zero ideal.
(
ii) If ^ is a radical class, a ring R is ^ semi-simple if and only if <ϊf(R) = (0).
(iii) A nonempty class of rings ^ is a semi-simple class if and only if & satisfies the following conditions:
(E) Every nonzero ideal of a ring in ^ can be homomorphically mapped onto a nonzero ring in ^.
(F) If every nonzero ideal of a ring R can be homomorphically mapped onto a nonzero ring in c έ? then R e r έ?. 2 = 0 so bob = 0, but then (ab) 2 = 0 so α& = 0. From this (iii) and (iv) follow immediately.
To prove the theorem it is sufficient to find, for each 0 Φ x e R> an ideal I(x) of R for which R/I(x) has no proper divisors of zero and x £ I(x). Let Z(x) = {I <i R:x£l, if rxel then r el, and R/I has no nilpotent elements}. By 2.2 x L e Z(x) so Z(x) Φ 0 and it is clear that the union of an ascending chain in Z(x) is also in Z(x). Thus we may choose, by Zorn's Lemma,
If a e R and a g I{x) let J = [y e J?: αy e I(x)} S /(a;). Then ///(a?) = (α + /(a?)) r in R/I(x) and by 2. Note 2.3. The generalized nil radical Ng of Andrunakievic [4] and Thierrin [10] (see also [6] ) is the upper radical with respect to the class of rings without proper divisors of zero. A ring R is Ng semi-simple if and only if R is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of rings without proper divisors of zero. In this context, 2.1 can be restated as: A ring R is Ng semi-simple if and only if R has no nilpotent elements.
^-rings* If
Let R be a ring and xe R. 
A ring R is a ^^-ring if and only if every finitely generated subring of R is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of finite fields.
Proof. Let R e & ι and R! be a finitely generated subring of R» Then R f e ^ and hence is commutative, so by the Hubert Basis Theorem R r has maximum condition on ideals. If P τ Φ R f and P' is a prime ideal of R f then P f is a maximal ideal of R' since by 3.2 R'/P' is a field. Since R r is finitely generated, commutative, and [g] has an identity for each generator g of R', R! has an identity. Then by Theorem 2, page 203 of [11] R f has minimum condition on ideals. But then R f is a commutative Wedderburn ring so R r is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of fields each of which must be finite since they are finitely generated, algebraic and of prime characteristic.
The converse is obvious; in fact, if xeR' and R r is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of finite fields then there is an integer n(x) ^ 2 such that x n{x) = x. This implies (see [3] and [6] ) that ( ώ' contains all nilpotent rings. Since & is a semi-simple class (see [2] and [6] ) c ώ' is hereditary, hencê is hypernilpotent. Therefore, by [5] , v< is the class of all rings. (2) and (3) are equivalent. Assume that C 6" satisfies condition (3). Clearly £Γ satisfies (A) and (E).
If B <] A and both A/B and B are in ^ and A! is a finitely generated subring of A then A + B/B = A'jA' Π B is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of fields in r <£ (F) . A slight modification of the proof given for Proposition 1 on page 241 of Jacobson [7] shows that A' Γ\ B is finitely generated as a ring. Thus A'Πδ is also isomorphic to a finite direct sum of fields in r ό\F) and so A! ~ A'/A' nδφi'Πδ. Therefore A e ^7. From this it is easy to show that if r ώ\R) -the sum of all ideals of R which are in Ϋf then ( '^{R) e ι 2f and <af OK/ίf OR)) = (0). Thus, ^ satisfies (B) and (C).
If every nonzero ideal of a ring R can be homomorphically mapped onto a nonzero ring in r έ? then by 3.7, every nonzero ideal of R can be homomorphically mapped onto a ring in r^( F).
Sulinski [9] (see also [6] , Theorem 46) shows that this implies that R is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of rings in W{F) and hence by 3.7 again, Re^. So satisfies (F) and hence 9f is a semi-simple radical class. Conversely, suppose %" satisfies condition (1) 
